Meeting begins 19:00

00 IC: Alright everyone lets get started, this is our last meeting so lets make it a good one. First we have a presentation by t

01 SEAC: Hello everyone. We want to start with the increased minimum wage and how it affect financial aid. Coming up every job w

02 SD: Is this a paid system?

03 JZ: My concern is that there is already a leadership program in place from the student activities. I'm concerned with the mem

04 IC: Thanks everyone for coming in to support Will's Bill.

05 LMS: Having students on the committee would be great, I'm prompted often to quote what students feel about changes and can us

06 IC: Now is printing waste reduction plan with Peace.

07 NSLS: We're here because we want to start a new chapter on campus. I'll go through the program real quick and then go through

08 SD: Before we do questions, the SOC met with the NSLS. None of us recommended this for the LB. Because it is the last meeting

09 IC: I think we should move to suspend the bylaws to consider this charter.

10 IC: Is this a paid system?

11 IC: I think we should move to suspend the bylaws to consider this charter.

12 IC: I think we should move to suspend the bylaws to consider this charter.

13 IC: Now is printing waste reduction plan with Peace.

14 PM: Early in the year Joan talked about this plan getting worked on, I was the student rep involved. I know we all need to pr int, the goal is to reduce printing waste. In order to do this we have a plan. We will represent real - time data and information to students while their printing. This includes installing Papercut on all the computers, it's a program that shows everyone their printing history. There are different tabs that shows you how much your behavior in printing has affected the environment. There is also a feature that shows the amount of paper used and counts down how much you print compared to everyone else. You can see the icon here. Here are some pictures of the interface. This will not introduce any new charges for your printing, it just tells people can be aware.

15 IC: Any questions?

16 DT: On the work done. It's a great initiative. So you're talking about the process of moving the library into the library, is there a way for us to help out with that?

17 IC: Before we do questions, the SOC met with the NSLS. None of us recommended this for the LB. Because it is the last meeting
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54 IC: I think we should move to suspend the bylaws to consider this charter.

55 IC: I think we should move to suspend the bylaws to consider this charter.
IC: It fails. Come back next year though. Next up is the bill 0010
JL: This bill is a product of conversation happening with SAAC and MCSG bylaws. This bill, coupled with a motion later, reorganizes SAAC within student government. We had some discussions with it becoming a non-chartered org, etc. This is an introduction but I would like to approve it today. It transfers their charter org into the main system
RD: Move to suspend the bylaws to vote on this bill
21 for, 2 opposed, 0 abstain
RD: I move to question.
IC: It needs 2/3rds to pass.
JK: The FAC met again and came back with a real number! I move to put the budget back on the table.
IC: Ok...so what are the numbers on the table?
JK: The operating fund, $165975.48 plus more for capital, thus a total of $177489.48 for orgs next year. The capital budget I defer with be 7k about and will be rolled over to the next budget.
JL: I have two motions to make. I move to amend SAACs budget to 0 as they are now part of student gov.
IC: M2Q
23 for, 0 opposed, 0 abstain
JL: Second motion, there are 5 orgs that didn't audit. They were told many times over the consequences. So, I move to amend the budget for art history club, masaca, the trafs, and zaboomba.
SN: As a future thing, advisors should be contacted too. That would make it easier for them to fix changes.
JL: Reorganization of SAAC has been dealt with, I would like to move to amend the budget for art history club, masaca, the trafs, and zaboomba.
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